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Prop. 1A
pivotal
to library
project
Bethel
By r aror r ’Writer

Shannel Goodwin test drives di l undelvvatei
liar ribber,
Valerie, watches during the Tech Museum of Innovation’s inaugural weekend. The simulator is part of the Exploration: New Frontiers exhibit which

gives museum visitors the tools to discover places they couldn’t go before
underwater and below the earth. There are more than 250 hands-on
exhibits inside the museum’s four galleries.

Visitors get extra treat
on Tech’s opening day
museum. "I was really interested in the
underwater robotics exhibit, the earthquake exhibit and the mirror imaging
Official,: at the Tech Museum of exhibit "
Innovai,.th cliangoi the "Look But Don’t
The exhibits were manned and guided by.
Touch" rule fin- the opening weekend.
approximately 100 volunteers and staff
The preview tours of the new building of throughout the weekend. John Schroeder,
the Tech were supposed to provide visitors who is employed at the Tech. worked the
with a glimpse of the exhibits without any magnetic resonance imaging scanner i.xhibhands on interaction. However, according to it. An MRI scanner looks into a person’s
Miguel Salinas, media and community rela- body to determine any damage or problems
tions manager of the museum, "it turned and takes about 40 minutes. The scantier at
out that the crowds were so manageable the Tech is a non-functioning nit Hid. CI unand them was a good flow of people" that plete with a table where visitors can he
the Tech’s exhibits were plugged in, turned down and slide into the tunnel Irk’’ they
on and left for visitors to play with.
would during an actual scan.
"There was no huge traffic jam," Salinas
"Kids really like seeing the exhibits,"
said "In fact. lieople recognize that there Schroeder said. "There are also it lot of
are a lot of jx.ople around and are respect- adults who like them. Them was a doctor
ful of that."
who came and said he had sent people to
Approximately 15,000 people visited the get an MRI scan but had never been
mit- tint throughout the weekend -long through himself. This exhibit gave him that
opening CI .lebration Inside the Tech, visi- chance."
tors played with more than 250 exhibits.
The Tech’s IMAX
Thi.atre also
Many exhibits entitled visitors to receive a drew long lines of people Approximately
view of technology they had not known 8,000 people came to watch "Everest." a :35.
about beliire.
minute movie, according to volunteer
"I found things I didn’t know about," said Conrad Hubble. The IMAX Dome Theatre is
Bob King, who drove brothers Robbie and the only theater of its kind in Northern
Sam Walsh from Hillsborough to see the
See Tech, page 8
By joAnn Peach
statt \X"rittr

The new Tech Museum was expecting more than 15,000
visitors during its opening weekend. One of the main
attractions at the new museum is the IMAX Dome
Theatre, which features the film "Everest."

Photos by Kevin Sullivan! Spartan Daily

Whether the joint library project between the
City of San Jose and the university is going to happen is in the hands of California voters.
Proposition 1A, the $9.2 billion Kindergarten
through University Public Education Facilities
Bond Act, is among the ballot measures voters will
be deciding Tuesday. If passed, the bond will fund
San Jose State University’s share of the joint library
project.
"We have put all our eggs in the basket of the
proposition passing," said SJSU librarian Jim
Schmidt, who is in favor of the joint library.
The $9.2 billion allocated through the bond will
be spread throughout California’s K-12 public education schools, and also its 107 community colleges,
the 10 University of California campuses and all 23
state university campuses.
According to Janet Redding SJSIT’s vice presi
dent tiir university advancement, if the proposition
is passed, the money allocated to the CSU will be
divided on a prioritization basis.
"All levels of education have a need for improvements and repairs," she said. "There are more capital projects than there is money to go around."
The CSU alone stands to receive about $832 million over the next four years upon passage of the
proposition.
The CSU has already promised $86 million to
SJSU to contribute to the joint library efforts, providing the proposition is passed.
"If it passes, San Jose State will get its share of
the money in the agreed-upon budget .. and the
funds it needs to fulfill the joint library project."
Schmidt said.
The entire project is expected to cost about $171
million. According to Schmidt, the university would
be responsible for $101 milion of the total cost, and
the city of San Jose would cover $70 million.
In addition to the $86 million from the bond.
Schmidt said the university has already secured $5
million from other state funds, and they intend to
get the final $10 million through fund raising.
"It will be the largest single campaign in the history of this university" he said.

See Prop. 1A. page 6
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Alumna, SJ native vie for city council seat
By liei4li Ntarie ()rttnitrin
"wit \X tut
With one day left Wiwi. the election, the race for the San Jose City
Council 3rd District seat is still going
strong.
Tony West and Cindy Chavez are
competing for the seat wind, is currently occupied by Councilman
David Pandori, whose term is coming
to an end. The district covers Hu. San
Jose downtown area, which includes
San Jose State University. West is
running against SJSU alumna Cindy
Chavez on Tuesday.
West came to SJSU Thursday
night to give a speech and answer
questions from students, faculty and
staff at the Loma Prieto Room in the
Student Union. He was invited to
speak by SJSU’s Black Student
Union and Black Scientists and
Engineers.
West, who grew up in downtown
San Jose, gave a speech introducing
himself and some of his ideas for the
city.

West, who attended Harvard
University in Boston and studied law
at Stanford, works for the government as a federal prosecutor in San
Jose. lie cites his law enforcement
experience as an advantage in his
campaign.
"I think what sets me apart from
my opponent is that I have hands-on
experience in law enforcement," West
said. "Another difference is that we
see the role of the city differently. I
think the most important thing is for
the city to make the neighborhoods
safer."
While Chavez thinks safety is
important, she believes the ability to
get things done is something she can
offer the city. In a telephone conversation Sunday, Chavez said her bachelor’s degree in political science qualifies her to work within the political
system.
"I believe that in order to be successful in local government you have
to understand how bureaucracy
works and have policy-making experience," Chavez said. "I have that

experience."
Some of the issues West touched
upon were crime, the housing shortage, affordable housing, the parking
problem plaguing the downtown
area and the proposed joint library
project between the city and SJSU.
"I support the joint library project
because I remember when the university was part of the community,"
West said. "There should be cooperation between the city and the university. In the old days, the campus was
a gathering place for people. I think
it’s important to have more interaction between the city and SJSU.
However, there are some very legitimate concerns people have about the
project on both sides, and I would
like to see them addressed before the
project goes forward."
Chavez thinks the library project
is a wonderful idea, in concept.
"But if it isn’t possible to do it,
then we shouldn’t put anybody in an
impossible situation," she said. "If we

See Council Race, page 6

Clailmi Stahel/ Spa; rim Dailv
Tony West, candidate for San Jose City Council 3rd Distnct, talks with San Jose State
University student Gene Bates about development in the downtown area before speaking to
the Black Student Union and Black Scientists and Engineers on Thursday night.

New bankruptcy law
will make it harder
to escape credit debt
Aside from winning
the lottery or getting
a better paying job
and who doesn’t want
that? filing for
bankruptcy may be the only
release from the monthly
punishment of credit card
debt.
The "sentence for going
bankrupt, seven to 10 years
of bad credit, is longer than
what criminals serve for
gun possession.
Last I heard, carrying a
balance was not a crime.
The new Compromise
Bankruptcy Bill, approved by the U.S. House of
Representatives in October, is designed to take
the relief of bankruptcy even further out of reach.
Credit card companies appear to be the only
beneficiaries of this new bill.
"This bill deals with a phony crisis concocted
with a $40 million lobbying campaign by the credit card companies," said Rep. Jerrold Nadler, a
Democrat and opponent to the bill as reported by
Reuters on Oct. 9.
This bill would subject all bankruptcy-filing
debtors to a test to see if the "downtrodden" souls
can pay 25 percent or $5,000 of their unsecured
debts over five years.
If a family of four making $50,000 a year "passes" the test, they would have to file under Chapter
13, which forces the debtor into making payments.
Students living with their parents might have
it easier than others. If that student has a job and
both parents work or one parent and a sibling
work -- it is unlikely that the three-income
household would earn less than $50,000 a year.
A White House spokesman said President
( linton would not support a bill that doesn’t provide enough protection to low-income debtors.
"We’re concerned after a preliminary view of
i the bill ) that it reverts back to some of the flawed
aspects of the House bill, particularly by squeezing ’limier:at-income families, failing to limit
some of the more abusive creditor practices and
leaving certain debts to compete with child support and alimony after bankruptcy," the
spokesman said, according to Reuters on Oct. 7.
Indeed. this bill says and does nothing about
the aggressive tactics of credit card companies to
enslae 111.1% a 1.111IS.
TN. tables outside the Student Union are piled
with free gifts ;ind special offers by credit card
companies’ seeking to lure unwary marks I
mean students - into their grasp.
Textbooks are stuffed with credit card applications People with clipboards hail students down
bet wel’11 ClaSSVS to fill out "instant approval applications." The mail delivers more offers, and don’t
forget the TV ads, radio jingles and sporting
events -- all sponsored or paid for by credit card
it
At 114,1 was unaware of the overwhelming burden I was into by signing the bright pink credit
application. Now, at 24, my circumstances have
changed and I need options to help with my financial crunch I can beg, borrow or steal or go
bankrupt. I am still making payments on that
first credit card. Only now I have several others,
each with their own list of demands every month.
I am a hostage to the little demons now kept in
.1 do.Sser (fravt..1- So I Wit11.1 use them.
Each neintli is a juggling act with minimum
payments. late fees and over-limit fees. The elation I fill holding my first credit card in my hot
little hands was merely a step to the blood-racing
I Aril umilit of my first purchase. I was nervous at
first. but the clerk at Macy’s slid my virgin plastic
I hrough the magnetic reader without question. It
(lido t matter how much I spent the card kept
yorking
The fun soon ended when I got my first bill.
Thi unassuming white envelope gave no warning
to t he horror it contained. My mouth fell open and
no, knees went weak at the sight of the four-figure balance
Pretty soon I needed more credit cards to pay
hit things I used to pay for with cash. My paychecks were spent well before I got them and
within a veal I had five credit cards. I was barely
20
Should this bill pass, I may never be able to get
i sit from under the weighty load of credit card
debt. Millions lit card-carrying Americans may
nut be ably ti, either.
to0. n
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Education is the key to feeding the world
you thought cloning Dolly the sheep
Ifwas impressive not to mention controversial in terms of what it implied
for genetic engineering you’re really
ripe for a doozy of a tale.
Like a bunch of commercial
Frankensteins, biotechnology companies
are working on genetically altered organisms they hope to introduce to millions of
acres of land and even water supplies.
We’ve already seen genetically altered
crops in supermarkets, but this goes
much further. Companies such as
Monsanto and DuPont are turning their
considerable money and efforts into making genetically altered microbes that eat
up landfills and radioactive wastes, and
plants that secrete chemicals, drugs and plastics in
every cell. Sounds good, right?
Getting rid of a huge landfill problem (who wants
to worry about reduce, reuse and recycle?), taking
care of radioactive waste so it won’t harm future
generations (something we have never really dealt
with in the nuclear industry), and planting crops
that produce much-needed materials couldn’t possibly be all bad ideas. Reinventing life is a valid
endeavor.
That’s what Dr. Frankenstein thought, too, and
we all know what happened to him.
It’s a case of knowing how to do something and
doing it without really asking the basic question:
Should we do be doing this at all?
There are definitely good reasons for learning
how to work with genetic material, such as finding
cures for genetically -based illnesses so that people
can live healthy, productive lives.
But we’re talking about messing with things
which we may not be able to control once they’re
unleashed into the environment.
I was surprised to learn from several press
releases on the New Scientist Plant Science website
that we’ve already made some major screwups with
bioengineered food crops.
For example, in the 1960s, the United States
developed a new potato, called the American
Lenape, which biochemists found had an unusual
burning flavor. Guess what? The source of the
tuber’s heat was dangerous levels of toxins called
glycoalkaloids.

SOMME

Don’t bother to look for them in your
grocery store.
We didn’t stop there, however. In the
mid-1980s, celery growers in the United
States introduced a new strain of the
stalky vegetable which was highly resistant to insects. This resistance would
have meant dramatically bigger yields
from each field, except for one little problem.
People who handled the stalks, such as
field hands and food packagers, developed severe skin rashes. Dermatologists
investigated and found that the celery
was shedding psoralens, natural chemicals which become irritants and mutegens when they are exposed to sunlight.
It’s pretty obvious that even seemingly simple
alterations to basic foods can become nightmares.
What might happen if genetically altered plants
somehow were able to cross in nature and produce
uncontrollable species that took over farmland and
could not be eradicated?
Ask the South about kudzu.
If we can alter something in a lab, Mother Nature
and evolution gone berserk probably won’t have a
probleni, either.
Despite our recent snafus with engineered foods,
we seem bound and determined to continue mucking around where we don’t belong. This year, the
United States will plant nearly 3 million hectares of
land with genetically engineered crops resistant to
Monsanto’s famous herbicide, Roundup. Farmers
can spray the food crops without hurting them, just
killing the weeds. But how does this chemical affect
wildlife who may eat the plants safe from the herbicide’? You already know the answer.
It just makes more sense not to do irretrievable
harm to the environment and to sell surplus crops to
those people in desperate need, instead of letting
farmers go out of business because they can’t sell
their produce overseas.
Yes, we’re going to have more people in the world
than we can feed if we don’t find a better way to control overpopulation and better use of farmland, but
we can do that through education, not disasters
ailing to happen in microbiology.
Lois Jenkins is the Spartan Daily production editor
Her column appears every Monday.
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W hat will we leave
What
behind?
will be the legacy
of the 1990s? Will we look
back in 20 years and think
’What the
ourselves,akinthri
htell
With the end of the
and century
decade
rapidly approaching, I
found myself looking back
somenostalgically
1111.1111%
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I
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thinking about what cultural masterpieces would
come from the ’90s and
would stack up agai nst the last two
dhecowadthese.y
Television The idiot box has been true to its
mareasatsithas
e in
someaspectsand
exceedednam
endurall expectations. Tinheottwheor
ing images from television will no doubt be "The
Jerry Springer Show" and "Seinfeld."
On one hand, people will look back at trash
TV at its finest and realize that we were a
deprived nation. On the other hand, "Seinfeld"
will go down as the funniest look at reality
albeit a warped reality of any TV show in history.
Who wins in the TV battle of the decade? The
1990s. The ’70s brought us cheesy game shows
like "Match Game" and even cheesier cops shows
like "Cannon" and "Barnaby Jones." The ’80s
gave us even worse game shows such as "Press
Your Luck" and MTV. Enough said.
When all the flannel has been
Music
burned and the baggy pants put back in the closet for another 20 years, all we will be left with is
enduring memories of grunge and Puff Daddy.
Sucks, huh?
Nirvana opened the doors on a music revolution that has turned what was once "alternative"
mainstream.
Somewhere. Kurt Cobain is spinning in his
grave.
The revolution that was started in the 1980s
with the explosion of rap has been bastardized
by Puff Daddy into something that is almost farcical. This clown has ripped off everybody in the
music business and turned a nice profit doing so.
I guess it really is all about the Benjamins. I just
want to know if he actually thinks he sounded
good singing with Jimmy Page on that lame version of Kashmir.
Who wins the musid battle of the decades?
The 1980s. This decade had it all: new wave,
heavy metal, rap and some great hardcore punk.
Today’s music is still feeding off of the groundwork laid out by bands like Dead Kennedys,
Psychedelic Furs, Iron Maiden, The Smiths, Run
DMC and Metallica.
The ’70s
well all I have to say is disco.
Right?
Movies Is it me, or does every movie nowadays take in some ungodly amount at the box
office? Yes, we live in the era of blockbuster
movies. "Jurassic Park," ’Titanic" and "Forrest
Gump."
Hell even "Waterworld" made $70 million
These are the days where bigger is better. We
need more and more special effects to cover up
the lack of imagination in the plot.
Who wins the movie battle of the decade? The
1970s. The ’708 gave us not only "Taxi Driver"
and "Dog Day Afternoon," but "Animal House." It
provided us with the greatest period piece in cinematic history with "Saturday Night Fever" and
ushered in the era of special effects. I swear that
shark in "Jaws" looked real at the time and "Star
Wars" is still the best sci-fi flick of all time. The
beat thing about the ’80s was "Platoon," "Full
Metal Jacket," "Caddyshack" and "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High." Although I remember the first
time I saw Long Duck Dong from "16 Candles," I
spit soda through my nose I was laughing so
hard.
Psychopath
Does anybody get hungry
when I mention Jeffrey Dahmer? I didn’t think
so. Actually this is a poor decade in terms of psychopaths.
All that we have now are the purple Nikewearing spaceship guy, David Koresh and the
Brach Dividiots and kids bringing assault
weapons to school because their teachers handed out too much homework or their classmates
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by Dave Whamond

The nineties lack
their share of good
music, flicks, wackos
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Readers are encouraged to express themeelves on the
opinion page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is 200 -word response to an issue
ct pc;.it of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
SuMnissions hecome the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s name, addriese,
phone number, Mansion, and stator.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Rental Hall Room 209,
sent by fax to 14081 924-3237, e-mail at
lAILYgime.sjemedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
()pinion
Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jews, CA 96192-0149.
Relltorlab are smitten by, and in, the minasstens of,
the Spartar Daily editors, not the Matt
Published opinions and advertisements de not necessarily
reflect the views tithe Spartan Dail Me School (1(A:sunshine
end Mese Communications or &MU.

each other to a bloody pulp after school.
No one whipped out the Uzi and sprayed the
playground with the entire magazine.
How

unimaginative.
Who wins the psychopath
battle of the
decades?
Hands down, the 1970s. Any decade
that can
boast of Charlie Manson gets my
vote.
This guy is wacko with a capital W. Murdering
a mother and her unborn baby, then
smearing
the walls with their blood in protest
of the man
definitely puts Manson up there with
the sickos
of all time and enters him on
the fast track
straight to hell. Lest we forget that
the ’703 also
gave us Kool-Aid spokesman Jim
Jones as well.
The only thing the ’80s gave
us was the
Nightstalker.
Where will the 1990. end up on
a historical
measuring stick? I don’t know, but it sure isn’t as
fun as it could have been.
So go out and do something crazy, people, so
we’ll have something to talk about
in 20 years.

Aaron Williams is a Spartan Daily
senior staff writer His column appears suety
Monday.

Today
STUDENT HEALTH ORGANIZATION
Eating disorder support group
from 3 -4 p.m. in the Health
Building Room 208. For more information, call Nancy Black at 9246118.
HEALTH SCIENCE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
General meeting from noon 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s
Costanoan Room. For more information, call Barry at 92-HSUSA.
MU ALPHA GAMMA
Organizational meeting Planning of year’s activities and
Magazine Day at 3 p.m. in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 213. For more
information, call Harvey Gotliffe at
924-3246.
STUDENT LIFE CENTER
Today is the last day to submit
applications for becoming a Sparta
Leader. Applications will be accepted until 5 p.m. in the Student Life
Center. Applications for the Who’s

Who Award will be accepted until
Nov. 20. Applications are also available in the Student Life Center. For
more information, call 924-6950
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
Free film The Dynamics of Life"
at 7:30 p.m. at 410 Cambridge Ave.
Suite C in Palo Alto. For more information, call Joe at (650) 853-0602.
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER AND
WOMEN’S HEALTH TEAM
"Women’s Health Forum" on
Governmental Politics on Women’s
Health from noon - 1.30 p.m in the
Student Union’s Council Chambers.
For more information, call Vicci at
924-6500.
CATHOLIC’ CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. in the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of 10th
and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Ginny at 9381610.
Career Center
Sun Microsystems Employer
Presentation from 12:30 - 1 p.m in

JERUSALEM (AP) - The military arm of the
radical Islamic group Hamas made an unprecedented threat Sunday against Yasser Arafat,
demanding that the Palestinian leader halt a
crackdown against it or face violent vengeance.
The threat, in a leaflet faxed to news organizations, cast a pall over this week’s efforts to begin
implementing the Israeli -Palestinian peace agreement, but as of Sunday, both sides still were pledging to move ahead as scheduled.
In recent days, Arafat’s security forces have
rounded up more than 100 Hamas activists,
detained some of its top political leaders and put
its ailing, charismatic founder, Sheik Ahmed
Yassin, under house arrest.
That crackdown - and the Hamas demand to
halt it - marked a spectacular smashup of the
uneasy peace that had prevailed between Arafat
and Hamas over the past 14 months, ever since
Yassin was released from Israeli prison and
returned to his faithful following in the Gaza Strip.

Nicartigua

The Spartan Daily regrets
the errors.

Tuesday
Nutrition and Food Science
Department
Measure your body fat using bioelectrical impedance from 10 a.m. noon in Central Classroom Building
Room 103. $5 for students, faculty
and staff and $10 for all others. For
more information, call Jill
Christensen at 924-3110.
Student Society for Technical
Communication
How to put a technical writing
portfolio together presenteti by Dr.

WASHINGTON (API - For nine months,
President Clinton has thwarted prosecutor
Kenneth Starr’s efforts to question Clinton’s closin the
est aide about their confidential talks
Monica Lewinsky scandal. Now the courts and
Congress may kree the issue.
The Supreme Court could decide as early as
Monday whether to hear Clinton’s claim that
attorney -client privilege protects his discussions
with deputy White House counsel Bruce Lindsey,
which an *Weals c eurt has rejeetud.
And the Republican -controlled House Judiciary
Committee, expected to hold impeachment hearings soon, may summon Lindsey and, if he won’t
testify, portray Clinton’s claim of privileged conversations as stonewalling.
Republican impeachment investigators are
talking about adopting a rule making clear that
they don’t honor claims of attorney -client privilege
or executive privilege to shield presidential aides
front testifying.

(4P) - Rescue
MANAGTA,
recovered liandreils.of bodies Sunday from communities buried when a crater lake overflowed and
sent mud and rock hurtling down a volcano on to
villages below. The death toll blamed on one-time
Hurricane Mitch rose to 978.
Authorities feared that many more bodies
would be found in 10 villages at the foot of the
Casitas Volcano in northern Nicaragua.
Mitch was one of the most violent hurricanes to
hit the Caribbean, causing heavy rain and floods
as it cut a fatal path along the coasts of Honduras,

Auction errors

School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330.

Courts address scandal

Disaster hits Nicaragua
workers

In the Oct. 30 story
"Future Greeks go for top
bids; raise money to help
pledges, future chapter," the
Spartan Daily made four
errors. The sorority in the
story should have read
Lambda Theta Alpha, the
person who went for the
highest bid was Janet
Martinez, the group of
women who were auctioned
off were the "Interest Ladies
of San Jose State" and a
name reported should have
been Amelia Ruiz,

the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For more information, call
924-6033.

Nicaragua and other Central American countries.
The first army rescue helicopters to reach the
volcano on Sunday found widespread destruction,
army spokesman Capt. Milton Sandoval said.
Rescue workers recovered 360 bodies in four villages near Posoltega, about 50 miles northwest of
Managua.
A river of mud and rubble collapsed on the villages late Friday or early Saturday after a crater
lake near the volcano’s peak overflowed and
caused part of the mountain to crumble, Sandoval
said.
Only 92 of the estimated 2,000 area residents
had been found alive, some injured, and the
remainder were listed as missing, Sandoval said.
Rescuers aboard the first army helicopters to
reach the communities found hundreds of decomposing bodies, he said. One hundred soldiers working at the scene were burying the rotting bodies
where they lay because of public health concerns,
Sandoval said.

Muslims threaten Arafat

Corrections

Sparta Guide

taken that sanous comput-

()ct. 27
Repoit taken tot ’,aged .110.k

and that internal parts had been

the Student Union lb,okstore
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Student galleries art exhibits
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. and art receptions from 6 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call Scott or
Jenny at 924-4330. Tuesday Night
Lecture Series: Randall Packer, San
Jose Museum of Art from 5 - 6 p.m.
in the Art Building Room 133. For
more information, call Andy at 9244328.
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Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students, faculty and staff The deadline fur
entries is noon, three days before desired pubh
cation date Entry arms are available in the
Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions
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Message to campus: grow up and deal with it
he

be heard and nods
of disgust to follow.
Campus life has become so
consumed in this fiasco that we
are neglecting other, more
important issues. We should be
kcusing our time on current
relevant problems.
Problems that will be affected by our time and energy, not
ones in which a decision has
already been rendered.
I am appalled by the amount
of ignorance and immaturity
that this campus has displayed. This is supposed to be
an institution for higher educa-

tion. I believe that many students are still trapped in their
high school days.
I have one thing to say to
this campus: Grow up. It is
time to tuck this issue in and
give it closure.
People need to let go of their
superior issues and closed
minds and learn to diversify.
Homosexuality is part of life.
You don’t have to agree with it,
but learn to deal with it.

opinions to

controversial Carl’s Jr

T decision

has stirred up

quite a commotion. Students
and faculty engage in endless
chatter, expressing their views
on rights, equality and the
infamous rainbow flag.
This issue has consumed
enough of our time and needs
to be put to rest.
The constant chaotic buzz of
homosexuality has now con
slimed San It
University like Clinton huts
consumed America
Around almost every corner
of campus, there are colorful

Carrie Farber
advertising

Gay activists should refrain from name calling
the past kw w eeks, the
1tantesexual activist groups
have blamed groups like the
Christian
kit and ’the
Family Research I ’ouncil for the
murder Iit Nlattliew Shepard
These groups ;IIIV supposedly
creating an atmosphere td
"hemophilia:1- and "hate" wit hi
their anti -gay rhetoric.

that the Christian

Jil

Coalition or I

or "hatemongers," so cut the
name-calling.
Our reasons for opposing the
,aocial acceptance of homosexuality are legitimate and wellreasoned.
If your position has merit,
then refrain from such dishonorable tactics.

give any approval to the

heinous murder that took place
in Wyaming.
I
A murder is a murder
regardless of the vices the vietun practices.

A message to gay activists: If
t he issue it honmsexuality is
truly about discrimination, then
kintily refrain from using such
slander and demagoguery. We
dend like being called "bigots"

There is a until Inn snnt flu.
record straight.
Don’t think innr nnnin unnnuiPut

Daniel Hayes
accounting

lin modem for minority faculty
,ind staff This issue is not new.
’Damn. positions offered tin
minority faculty on this campus
tall short of being a joke, but it
isn’t ter students to laugh at.
Wt. arc the ;inly ones who truly
In
in terms of variety in classes ti i pick front and itcademic
studies in .air ethnic heritage,
net to mention the fact that
many minority teachers are
nion. culturally sensitive.
Africiin. Mexican
,ind Asian American students
are the majority in terms of student ethnicity at San Jose State
I "niversity with 55 percent.

Oct. 27
Report

Oct. 16

Department

from them. SJPD took custody of

around wha initially believe

reported

stolen Subject lett pi tint

? Report taken 01 a bicscle then

student

student followaround cam-

Katrina Viesca
political science

Ethnic terminology helps recognize diversity

permit in North Garage

Oct. 29
State vehicle sandalued at

Oct. 24

On this campus alone, ’miii
can cobservp discreet ti rins of
institutoinalized racism One
example %vetild lie tenure and

trom hike rack in front ot the

Report taken ot stolen parking
per-

in theory and sits on a shelf col-

However, in terms of minority
faculty, they comprise only 23
percent.
Laurie Phillips even admits
in her own words that "...the
world is patriarchal, that it is
run my white men in many
regards."
I think many students will
agree when I say Phillips logic
is flawed regarding affirmative
action programs. Forget about
it.

Engineering Building

Oct. 28
unknown

racial discrimination lives ,inly
lecting dust

I officer’s arnsal

Oct. 28

Report taken lor a

tint able tin alli.ct

are still some pi ,ople valkung
nil a subject obsersed

subject on roof of North Garage.

Oct. 19

counterparts

I will continue to sop
port affirmative actien pre
j..rrarns I cannot

%searing a pair nit shines that he

reported that a suicidal subject ran

20 Forum

society.

stolen in Washington Square Hall.

Garage and fleeing the scene.

Spartan Stadium.

Report of a stolen purse from
Hugh Gillis Hall.

Oct. 29

Oct. 26

dow at

’ Woman reported a broken ss

in

10th Street Garage.

’Report of a credit card stolen at

- Thomas .kfferson

School of Art and Design

INSTITUTE FOR Social
Responsibility
Lecture by Hafsat Abiola on
Shell Oil’s destruction of the envi
ronment in Nigeria from noon - 1:30
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information, call Dr.

Until itimarities ail’ III
IVISIIIIII1C(111;i1 to their white

er components had been opened

ing another
pus

MU ALPHA GAMMA
Organizational meeting Planning of year’s activities and
Magazine Day at 3 p.m. in Dwight
Bentel Hall Room 213. For more
information, call Harvey Gotliffe at
924-3246.

1,1. 1

action in the Oct

son hitting someone’s car in North

man.1,

SJSU Marketing Association
Yvette Costonian from Siemens
will speak about different aspects of
marketing in the computer electronics industry from 4.:10 6 p.m.
in the Student Union’s Almaden
Room. For no,rr information, call

SVI-ItC 111 TeSiv,lise lii pair

Oct. 16

San Jose Police

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
Daily mass from 12:10 - 12:35
p.m. in the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of 10th
and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Ginny at 9381610.

SJSU BCD TAIJUTRU CLUB
Martial arts class/training at 4
p.m. in YUH Room 202 in the Judo
Room. For more information, call
Garth at 297-7646.

recent article on atlirmatise

*Report

Nancie Fimbel at 924-3512.

Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity
Sammies are reorganizing at
SJSU. Informational meeting for
men of all majors at 7 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Tim at
924-3274.

Affirmative action policies are still needed

*Report taken of an

"I have sworn upon
the altar of God, eternal hostility against
everyform of tyranny
over the mind of

Study Abroad Office
Ongoing information sessions
from noon - 1 p.m. every Tuesday
anti Wednesday through November
in the Administration Building
Room 223. For more information,
call Robert Carolin at 924-59:31.
Library Donations and Sales
Unit
On going book sales from 10 a.m.
p.m. in Clark lobby and
Wahlquist Library North Room 408.
For inure information, call 9242705

Crime Watch

Oct. 21

Quotefor the
Daily

Bonita Cox from 7 - 8 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information. call Kathy
Ogg at 271-1916.

Andy at 559-8018.

Washburn Hall.

Oct. 29

Oct. 27

aid at 10th and San Carlos streets

*Report of slashed tires in South

Subject taken to a hospital

Garage.

Emergency Room.

Officer responded to a medical

T

Asians originated in the Orient,
and that they all look alike.
Oriental is a type of rug, not
a person. If a race changes
their identity for any of these
reasons, then I’m all for it.
If Rivera really wants to
know what to call someone, all
he has to do is ask.

diversity among this umbrellaed category of Asian/Pacific
Islander American.
Rivera later state’s, "When
races change what they are
called. it can make one think
that they do not like their identity and are trying to change
their identity" Let me remind
Mr. Rivera that not too long ago
Asian Americans were called
"Orientals."
This group did change their
identity because’ the name was
demeaning and racist.
"Oriental" implied that all

writing in response to the
1 article about ethnic terminology written by I lugo Rivera.
Rivera st:itt’s that "clarifying
and identifying groups with
some of these names. wt. are
confusing ourselvii,t and making
our identities more ambiguous."
ambignons’ I’m afraid
not, Mr. Rivera. People who
identify themselves as a
Filipino American. Japanese
Amorican, Chinese American,
etc. are not confusing anyone.
What these identities do is
allow people to recognize the

Jeri Saito
sociology
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

Closed Sundays
VSA’

MAX

294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

DWI
Assault
Battery
Theft

BUY 1 GET

Domestic Violence
Controlled Substances
Public Intoxication
Weapons Violations
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drink gel a eacond 6 inch sandwich ol
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Coil on attorney who knows the prodems college students
Dr. Jeff Kallis has over 14 yeas of emenence
hove
teaching at Son Jose State.

,-70, K01111.
Ratipswonal AcKaessre Legs Sseeces

475 E. San Carlos St, call
or fax orders 408.288.5676
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Top: Spartan cornerback
Ghalee Wadood teams up with
free safety Lyle West to bring
down Utah’s Jerome Anderson
Jose
State
San
during
University’s 49-17 loss to Utah
on Saturday afternoon. SJSU’s
loss drops the Spartans to 2-3 in
the Western Athletic Conference
and eliminates the chance of a
winning season.

Palmer
wallops
SJSU 9-4
By Heidi Marie Ortmams
Staff Writer
The night was one long fight
for the Spartan hockey team.
With pushing and shoving,
the Spartans and players from
Palmer College West slammed
each other into the sideboards
and pounded each other against
the ice.
In a game filled with penalties and a total of three game
disqualifications, San Jose State
University lost to Palmer
College 9-4 Friday night at the
San Jose Ice Centre.
The game started off well for
the Spartans when they scored
the first goal in the game.
Spartan
wing
Scott
Mittleman scored the first goal
for the Spartans early in the
first period on a power play.
Cheers and wild stomping on
the bleachers by 200 Spartan
fans filled the stadium.
It was all downhill from
there.
Goalie Eric Lahrs received a
10-minute penalty for misconduct in the second period after
flipping off a fan who shouted,
"It’s about time you woke up."
This was right after Palmer
College scored its second goal
against the Spartans. The score
was 2-1.
According to Spartan head
coach Ron Glasow, it wasn’t so
bad that Lahrs was taken off
the ice and replaced by David
Boor
"He wasn’t playing his best
tonight," Glasow said. "So we
took him out after the second
period and put David Boor back
in. It was his first game, and he
did a great job."
However, the team as a whole
didn’t do very well, according to
Glasow.
"It was our worst game in
three years," Glasow said. "We
were doing well until tonight.
We had a real lack of effiirt and
preparation, from nu- on down
to the players. Everyone- was
overconfident because we beat
Stanford last week."
Glasow said not everyone on
the Spartan team played badly.
Freshman Lonny Lovins scored
a goal early in the second period
during his first game with the
Spartans.
"I felt comfortable on the ice
tonight: Lovins said. "But as a
team, we were overconfident
We have to be present when
we’re playing the other team."
Center Tyler Ham felt the
Spartans were- unprepared for
the game.
"We weren’t ready mentally,"
he said. "We underestimated the’
other team."
Even with this loss, the
Spartans an- still in the running for the national collegiate
hockey tournament in Salt Lake
City, Utah.
The top four teams in the
West will be attending. The
Spartans were, ranked third of
16 teams last year and made it
to the tournament.
This year, the Spartans are
still hopeful of being ranked in
the top four.

Bottom:Disappointed Spartan
football team members sit on the
bench during the last few minutes of the game against
University of Utah.
Kevin Sullivan/ Spartan Dinit.

Blowout loss destroys
Spartans’ title hopes
penalty after stuffing Utah running back Mike Anderson for a
2-yard loss. Two plays later,
The first drive- of the fourth Utah was in the end zone on a
quarter was gut -check time for 32-yard strike from backup
Jonathan
the Spartans’ "bend but don’t quarterback
to
Jerome
break" defense, only this time it Crosswhite
exploded into a million tiny Anderson, making the score 35pieces.
10 and the outcome academic.
The frustration got so bad for
Much like a building that
implodes on itself, after the dust SJSU, defensive line coach
had settled, there wasn’t much Jesse Williams had to physicalleft
of the game or the ly restrain lineman AbdulSpartans’ chance for a Western _ Salaam Noah after he became
Athletic Conference title.
enraged at a Utah player.
Instetak all that renuainvd
"I’m disappoistad in our
was an ugly 49-17 hiss to the character, that we retaliated. If
we walk away we get 15 yards,"
University of ’tah.
"I can see why we lost the’ Baldwin said. "That takes us
ball game," safety Lyle West out of the confer( nce race."
While all facets of the
said, "We got beat on defense,
got beat on offense and got beat Spartans’ game looked inept at
on special teams."
times, it was again the defense
Although San Jose State which was exposed to an oppos(’niversity i3.’3, 2-3 WAC
ing team’s players running
played poorly for the first 45 through it as they wished.
minute’s, it entered the final
Anderson made the defense
quarter trailing 28-10, having look like Swiss cheese-, slipping
scored a touchdown on the final through hole after hole.
Darnell
play of the third quarter and Qua rterback
actually gaining some momen- Arceneaux once again proved
tum. "We came back out in the SJSU couldn’t contain a mobile
second half and scored and quarterback, as he picked up
made it 28-10," SJSU coach several key first downs with his
Dave Baldwin said. "It was the scrambling ability.
fourth quarter, though, but I
"They had the- right guy
thought we had a shot."
(Arceneaux)
running
it:
Then things unraveled - Baldwin said. "If it was
quickly - for the oft -maligned Crosswhite, he wouldn’t have
SiJSU defense. On the ensuing been able to run. It was
Utah drive., the defense- came designed."
unglued and nine- games’ worth
But when SJSU brought an
of frustration poured out into extra defensive man up on the
two unsportsmanlike -conduct line. Arceneaux found a way to
calls, including the ejection of beat SJSU with his less-than cornerback Ghalee Wadood. On stellar arm. At the end of the
first down, the Utes 15-3, 3-2 first half, he found wide receivWAC) fumbled a lateral which er Jerome Anderson on a corner
the referee ruled an incomplete route in the end zone-.
pass, clearly rattling the Arceneaux laid the ball out and
Spartans. On the next play Anderson ran to it. making a
SJSU was nailed with a 15-yard spectacular diving catch. He
unsportsmanlike -conduct dove and caught the ball while
By Aaron Williams
Suntor
Writrt

Karin De La Torre/ Spartan Daily
parallel to the ground, about 3
feet off the ground.
"We had linebackers run
blitz through a hole and we
missed the tackle. Either we
ran by the guy or arm -tackled
the guy." Baldwin said. "We
knew that if we- gambled that
way they were going to throw
the ball and they were able to."
For the second week in a row,
SJSU let an opposing back rush
for a milestone-, when Anderson
gained 163 yards to go ove-r the
1,000-yard plateau. He needed
162 yards.
"Our goal was to get Mike
over 1,000 yards," Utah offensive lineman Josh Cochran
said.
James Hodgins ,a newcomer
to the- Spartan defense, didn’t
see Utah’s pounding them down
on the rush.
"We- knew we had to play the
run better than we had in the
past weeks," the running baek -

turned-defensive- lineman said.
"I don’t think we’re 110th (in
the nation). I think we helped
him (Anderson) look real good."
As ineffective as the defense
was, it was the offense that disappointed Baldwin.
"I thought our oflense kept
us out of the game in the first
half," he said. "They kept
putting the defense back on the
field."
The Spartans didn’t look like
the same team that scorched
Brigham Young University for
43 points. SJSU quarterback
Chris Kasteler had a rough day
under the heavy pressure of the
Utah pass rush, throwing for
215 yards on 20 of 45 attempts.
"It’s a step back," the junior
quarterback said. "Not even
Virginia got that much pressure
on me with their front four:The
pressure seemed to rattle
Kasteler, who never seemed in
synch with his receivers.

"He just didn’t click,"
Baldwin said. "When he started
to ... in the end, it was too late."
About the only thing that
went right for the Spartans was
Oman- Smith’s third blocked
field goal of the season. It was
the only bright spot on an otherwise abysmal effort on special
teams. The kickoff team allowed
165 yards of returns including a 90-yard touchdown return
to Andre Dyson in the first
quarter on only three kickoffs. The most successful kickoff
of the. day was a failed onside
attempt that Utah recovered on
its 35-yard line.
Baldwin, clearly emotionally
drained after the loss, said the
Spartans must now win for the
outgoing seniors.
"I’d like to finish on a strong
note," he said. "These kids, the
Dave Lovernes and Omarrs and
Lyle Wests, they deserve to go
out right."
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Sharks strike Lightning for first win
By Asa Bezel!
Sports Editor

istered two goals, taking the
Sharks to 2-0 on a pass from
right wing Ron Stern and adding
4-0 on assists from Craven and
The San Jose Sharks went Friesen.
"trick-or -treating"
Saturday
The last time Sutter had two
night.
goals in a game was Dec. 7,1996,
They gave the fans a real during his first season as a
treat and showed the Tampa Bay Shark. Those goals were also
Lightning a few hockey tricks as against Tampa Bay.
they won their first game of the
Sutter said the Lightning
season 6-1.
started taking chances as the
Coming off a winless streak of team was down by a couple of
eight regular season games and goals.
entering Saturday’s game 0-6-2,
Second-year players Marleau
the Sharks had one of those and Marco Sturm had a goal
nights when everything fell into each and continued to show they
place.
are strong offen"Tonight was
sive centers to
the
night.
be counted on in
Everyone came
the future.
to the rink preLeft wing Jeff
pared,"
said
Friesen,
who
center Patrick
finally re-signed
Marleau, who
with the Sharks
scored
the
on Oct. 16, had
important 3-0
three
assists
goal for the
and a couple of
Sharks. "We’re
excellent scoralways working
ing opportunihard, but everyties.
thing clicked
The Sharks
tonight."
led 2-0 after the
According to
first
period.
assistant coach
Bob Berry Despite
the
Bob Berry, the
Sharks assistant coach Lightning’s lack
third goal was
of spark and its
crucial to the
obvious difficulSharks.
ties to create
"I think a
any attacks past
two-goal lead vanishes pretty the neutral zone, the Sharks
quickly in this league," he said. were unable to finish their offen"Goals, up until now, have been sive drives in the second period.
The decisive 3-0 goal did not
very hard for us to come by."
Seasoned veterans such as come until early on in the third
Ron Sutter, Murray Craven, Joe period, as Marleau registered his
Murphy and Owen Nolan had second goal of the season on a
wrist shot past Lightning goalie
solid performances.
Craven, a left wing, gave the Bill Ranford. Defenseman Bob
Sharks an early lead, scoring his Rouse and Nolan provided the
first goal of the season only 20 assists.
The Sharks allowed Tampa
seconds after the puck dropped
in the first period. Center Mike Bay’s Vincent Lecavalier to score
Ricci and Murphy got on the a power-play goal at 11:40 in the
third period, denying goalie
board with assists.
Fourth-line center Sutter reg- Mike Vernon a shutout.

I think a two-goal
lead vanishes pretty quickly in this
league. Goals, up
until now, have
been very hard for
us to come by.

Tampa Bay Lightning’s Bill Rantord minds the net as San Jose
Shark Ron Sutter (12) skates to the goal while being checked by Kjell

tietin Siifliiin Np.u.1,111
Samuelsson (28). Sutter scored twice during the Sharks’ 6-1 rout over
the Lightning on Saturday at the San Jose Arena.

A few minutes later, however,
Sturm increased the Sharks’
lead to 5-1 on a pass from
Friesen, and defenseman Mike
Rathje capped it off with a
power-play goal two minutes
before the game ended.
The victory was an important
confidence builder for the
Sharks, who had given up leads
in the previous two games and

the Oct. 3 preseason game
against the Los Angeles Kings.
that
During
game,
Ragnarsson was slashed by
Kings
right
wing
Steve
McKenna and broke his thumb
in three places.
"He (Ragnarsson)was a big
plus for us tonight with his skating ability and ability to move
the puck," Berry said, adding he

lost the last three.
"We discussed this after the
Colorado game i and said)
enough is enough," Nolan said.
"We’ve got to continue to work
like that the rest of the season."
The Sharks were strengthened Saturday by the return of
defenseman
Marcus
Ragnarsson, who had been sidelined with a broken thumb since

did not think the defenseman
showed any signs of rust.
Ragnarsson, who said he was
in a lot of pain following surgery
to place a metal plate in his
thumb, lilt pretty good about his
return.
"I didn’t feel any pain at all,"
he said, but added he expects to
play with a reinforced glove for
the rest of the season.

Shottage of players, experience Packers’ nine sacks topple 49ers
send Spartans to 19-0 rugby loss
By Shane Lewis
Senior Staff Writer
It was a simple case of cause
and effect that made the
women’s rugby team lose to the
visiting
Arizona
State
University team.
A shortage of players caused
San Jose State University to
have a weak offense, which led
the Spartans to suffer a 19-0 loss
to the ASU women’s rugby team.
The team calls itself the
Aztechs, even though ASU’s
other teams go by the name of
Sun Devils.
"They scored on the fact that
we didn’t have enough players to
cover their backs," said Hilda
Vazquez, co-captain of the
Spartans. "We really need more
players."
That was the running theme
of most of the game as the
Spartans lacked enough players
to protect their runners and to
effectively overcome the defense
of the Aztechs.
With a roster of just 14 players, it meant SJSU had to play
on the field with one player
short of the 15 that are allowed
on the field.
The Aztechs were strong with
23 players, with 8 left over to
constantly rotate on and off the
field.
"We have 18 players on the
team, but two of them are
injured and two others had
class," said Vazquez.
The two players who were
injured were both starters and
forwards. On top of that, several
players in the game had injuries.
"There were three people
playing with injuries, two of
them with sprained ankles,"
Melinda Denis, outside center,

said. "We were hurt big time on
and off the field because of
injuries."
Nine minutes into the first
half of the game, scrum half
Meredith Whalen scored the
first touchdown for the Aztechs.
Tight head prop Amy I3oekout
missed the conversion afterwards, leaving the score at 5-0.
Fifteen minutes later, Whalen
scored another touchdown and
this time Boekout made the conversion kick, keeping the

Half of our team
are rookies. It was
a lack of experience that caused
the fumbles.
Hilda
Vazquez
SJSU rugby co-captain

Spartans down at 12-0.
"There were a lot of hard
practices to get this strong
offense," Whalen said. "Everyone
pulled together and it paid off"
During the second half, the
Spartans tried to rally against
the Aztechs and their vicious
tackles showed their effort, but
the offense got sloppier as well.
Passes met empty air and fumbles were contantly adding to
the advantage the Aztechs
already had.
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"Half of our team are rookies,"
Vazquez said. "It was a lack of
experience that caused the fumbles."
Another
problem
the
Spartans had was their failure
to nick over, meaning to pick up
the ball and run with it when
one of their players was tackled.
"We did not have clean pickups after someone was tackled,"
Vazquez said. "Our team did not
provide enough defense for the
players who picked up the ball."
This was a problem also
caused by the shortage of
Spartans on the field.
"Every time we had the ball,
they had two on us instead of
just one," Denis said.
The Aztechs utilized their
advantage of having enough
players to substitute for those
who got tired when the second
half of the game started.
"That hurt us because they
had fresh legs and we could not
sub," Denis said.
With 24 minutes remaining
in the game and a score of 12-0,
flanker Angela Adams scored
the final goal for the Aztechs and
tight head prop Barbara Sharp
made the conversion afterwards.
The Aztechs’ offense ran
smoothly because it made effective passes, kept fumbles down
to a minimum and provided
defensive screens for its runners.
"Everyone remained calm
and got the ball forward a lot
easier," Whalen said.
Despite the 19-0 loss, the
Spartans are looking forward to
their future games and believe
that they improve themselves.
"We just need more experience so that we can start playing
more as a team," Denis said. "We
need more time on the field."
by lack Ohman

GREEN BAY, Wis. (API
Brett Fevre and Antonio
Freeman overshadowed the top
scoring duo in NFL history and
saved the Green Bay Packers’
season on Sunday.
The two connected for touchdown pass plays of 80 and 62
yards as the blitz-happy Packers
beat the San Francisco 49ers 3622 at frenzied Lambeau Field.
The Packers’ nine sacks of
Steve Young were the team’s
most since Oct. 24,1965, against
the Dallas Cowboys.
Freeman caught seven passes

for a career-best 193 yards as
the Packers and 49ers both went
home 6-2, one game behind the
Minnesota Vikings for the NFC’s
best mark.
Young set two more NFL
records: most touchdown runs by
a quarterback and most touchdown tosses to one receiver
Jerry Rice.
After blowing a 16-0 lead,
Green Bay regrouped in the second half by blitzing Young and
returning to the quick-strike
offense that sent them to the last
two Super Bowls.

With the score tied at 22.
Favre hit Freeman lbr a 62-yard
touchdown toss with 11 minutes
left in the game.
Freeman beat Marquez Pope
and Merton flanks, the same
two he burned on the first play
from scrimmage for an 80-yard
score
Reggie White had three sacks,
giving him 11 fur the season, the
12th time he’s reached double
digits.
Five of Green Bay’s sacks
came in the first six minutes of
the fourth quarter.
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An ArtCarved representative will be on campus
Nov 2-5 and Nov. 9-12
from 9 AM to 3 PM at the spartan Bookstore.
Graduation announcements will also be available.
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SJSU professor runs for Congress
By Lisa Marie F. AreLlano
‘Nutt Writer

Congressional candidate Dick Lane spent
Halloween campaigning to stop the "witch
hunt.
The San Jose State University social science professor was referring to the ongoing
investigations against President Bill
Clinton.
"Stop the witch hunt, stop the witch hunt,
we’re fighting back," Lane chanted along
with about 50 people who showed up at rally
for Democratic support in front of the Hilton
Towers in downtown San Jose.
Lane is running on the Democratic ticket
to represent the 15th Congressional District
in Tuesday’s election.
The district includes half of San Jose and
the cities of Santa Clara, Los Gatos,
Campbell and Santa Cruz,
In front of his supporters, Lane attacked
his Republican opponent, Rep. Tom
Campbell, who is running for re-election.
Lane called Campbell an extremist for his
support of an impeachment inquiry against
Clinton.
"He Campbell) has been calling for an
impeachment inquiry since March, long
before tin, Starr report even came out," Lane
said. ’Talk about a rush to judgment. lie
knows better than this."
Campbell’s campaign manager, Amber
Henninger, denied Campbell had rushed to
judgment in March.
"All he did was he asked for all issues to
be brought out as quickly as possible and
that they must be submitted to the House
Judiciary. Committee for evaluation as soon
as possible," Henninger said. "That’s not a
rush b IJudgmcnt."
Lam, ran for Congress in 1996 but lost the

race to Campbell. The loss, however, did not
discourage him from running a second time.
"I got 80,000 votes the first time, and
that’s enough supporters to fill a football
field," Lane said. "I certainly had some base
there, and that’s made me a lot stronger."
Lane said his main priority is higher edu-

Students don’t pay to
hear about my campaign,
and that’s why I haven’t
taken one second of their
time talking about my
campaign.
-- Dick Lane
SJSU social science professor

cation, adding that he is concerned about
student loans.
"As a professor at San Jose State for 13
years I know what they’re going through,"
Lane said. "I’m concerned that students are
graduating with $15,000 to $20,000 in
debts."
Part of Lane’s platform is a proposal fir a
program in which students who maintain a
C+ average would be guaranteed a stipend
for living expenses and books
"These grants would be paid for by taxes,"
Lane said. "I know people don’t want any
more additional taxes, but we have to think

of this as an investment for the future. That
money will be paid to the government many
times over when they graduate and when
they get their high-paying jobs."
Lane said he would also like to open up
U.S. universities and make it easier for students to move from one university to another.
"What I’m talking about is the possibility
for our students to have an American education, an education where students can spend
a year in the University of New York, a year
in the University of Florida, and graduate
with an American degree."
Back at SJSU, however, very few know
about Lane’s campaign.
"Very few of my students know that I’m
even running for Congress," Lane said.
"Students don’t pay to hear about my campaign, and that’s why I haven’t taken one
second of their time talking about my campaign."
Psychology majors Rene Delgadillo and
Miguel Alvarelos are two of Lane’s former
students who are helping in his campaign.
They have volunteered their services to
Lane’s campaign by distributing leaflets and
displaying campaign signs in the streets of
downtown San Jose.
"lit,’s phenomenal," Alvarelos said of
Lane, adding that Lane had helped him in
many ways.
fie said Lane recently helped him with
his applications fur medical school.
Both Delgadillo and Alvarelos said Lane
gave them favorable recommendations that
helped them get scholarships.
"We are not trying to kiss up to him just
to get a better grade, We had our class with
him a long time ago and our grades have
already been recorded," Delgadillo said.
"This is just our way of paying him back."

Prop. 1A:
Continued from page 1
Although the ballot argument in favor of the proposition states the bond will not
affect taxpayers, Lewis K.
Uhler, president of the
National Tax Limitations
Committee, said the bond
debt will ultimately be left up
to taxpayers.
"Unlike your average bank
robber, the government doesn’t put a gun to your head
they just make laws," Uhler
said. "If they had shifted
spending in the first place,
this bond measure wouldn’t
be necessary."
He said the implication in
the pro-Proposition lA argument is that servicing the
debt on the bond will be funded through a surplus in the
general fund.
However, there are no
guarantees there will be a
surplus.
"This $9.2 billion is not
going to be given to us free,"
he said. "If the bonds are
issued, then we have to pay it
off"
Uhler,
along
with
Assemblyman
Tom
McClintock and Edward J.

REALITY CHECK fi

Respected pollster predicts low turnout
Voter numbers likely
to be lowest since 1990
By Hue Rivera
stair Vt rat r
MervinField says he can prediet with confidence that
Tuesday’s election will not represent what the majority of
California’s voting public w.ints
Field founded the Field
Institute, a non-partis.in, Ill )tfir-profit research organization
which conducts the Field Poll.
lie gave a lecture In Morris
Dailey Auditorium on Thursday
FiChl said that, according to
On, cross-sectional poll, only 9
million of 29 s 991119n eligible
%.oters will vide in the California
elections, four percentage points
lower than the previous low in
1990. This was the re aso n why
the results IA. iii,. election would
be highly unrepresentative of
what the public wants
Field added that since he
began polling in the %ills, the votmg public has dropped dramate
cally from about 75 perci.nt to

less than 50 percent. lie said the
drop has occurred despite maktug the voting requirements easor and dropping the voting age
frimi 21 to IS in the early ’70s.
Field cited four categories
nonvoters fit into: the "political
passives" who care more about
their families and economy, the
"contented apathetics" who do
not believe they will suffer if
they do not vote, the "politically
alienated" who do not think
their lives will change for the
better and the "system disenfranchisees" who art, not registered to vote because they
changed addresses_
Some members of the audiCriCt. wire not ilWare (If the numhers Field spoke about
"I was very shocked at how
many people do not vote, even
though they have the opportunity." Evergreen College student
Melissa McFarland said. "It’s
amazing how young adults have
such a low voting rate."
l’oht ical Science Chair Terry
Christensen said it was importaut to have Field give a lecture
at San Jose State University.

go through with the library project, then twerybisly should benefit from it "
One of the key issues in the
city council race is crime, according to West. Ile priwided a plan
for dealing with crime in San
Jose at his present:tilt/II
West said he would like to
redevelop the diowntown block by
block. West said there are too
many empty lots and storefronts,
referring to them as "missing
teeth." He believes continuous
activity in the area will deter
crime.
West said he would also like to
develop more "community policing" by creating police substations at various locations around
the city.
"The police only come around
when there’s a problem," West
said. "So it makes it difficult for
the people in the neighborhood to
get to know and trust the police.
If they are a constant and nonthreatenening presence, then I
think there will be a better relationship between the community
and the police."
West, who said he works with
and
believes
criminals
pedophiles cannot be reformed,
said he would work with county
agencies to prevent registered
sex offenders from living near
the university or neighborhoods
I, AI
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with lots of children Chavez also
thinks there is risen for improvement vvhert, safety is concerned.
"I had a pt,rsonal experience
with an attacker when I lived at
Jot, West Hall on campus as a
student," she said. "I know how
dangerous the downtown area is.
I promise to work very hard with
the police to improve safety. But
it’s a long-term goal. San Jose
has the smallest police force for a
city of its size in the nation. We
need more police to start with."
Community involvement is
one of the few issues upon which
West and Chavez agree. Some
people present at West’s presentation were impressed by his
committment to community
involvement.
"I believe he really cares about
the students here," said Anthony
Drummond, Associated Students
director of community affairs.
"He came to the residence halls
to speak to the students to get
their opinions. He seems to
appeal to them, because he doesn’t talk down to them."
Audience members were glad
West took time out to speak to
students.
"His presence alone was worth
coming out here," senior Jamal
Watkins said. "By him coming to
speak and take the time, (it)
sends a message."

by Dave Whamond

"He’s the dean of public opin- master who worked for Gallup.
ion polling," Christensen said. He said they went to Gallup’s
"He’s the most well-known and office and saw the work involved
respected pollster in Calitbrnia." with polling.
Field said the polls showed
"Tin’ whole idea infrcted me,"
Gray Davis is the favored rand- Field s; rid
date for governor, and Barbara
Field conducted his first huh’
Boxer is favored for U.S. Senate. lic lipinion poll in high school.
He said it is likely the candi"My first survey was to deterdates favored in, the polls will maw who would win senior clitss
win Tuesday’s election unless president," Field said
something happens between nr. Ile at
that he went on to
now and then to change the pub- create his own polling company
lic’s views,
without having one celitctisa.
Besides speaking of the elec- year of college education
Field was brought to SJSU tor
bits. Field spoke about how modern polling began, sampling the Don Edwards Lecture, which
error and survey methodology
is put on by the political seltqlne
"Polls represent, if you will department ;old is sponsored by
pardon the expression, altirma- ia her depart melds. including
live action: Field said. "They the the history. iiiii communica
hear from everyone."
tions departments and the
Field said his interest in School I if JournaliSill and Mass
polling began when he lived in Communications.
Princeton, N.J., during his junnir
The Don Edward,: 1A,cture in
year in high school. It is there he Politics and History was official
met George Gallup Sr. whn ly started in 1995 and honors
Fold said started the modern Congressman Don Edwards.
method of polling
who represented San Jose for 32
Field said he was walking yvars in the V S House of
with a scout leader who wanted Representatives
to set, John Maloney. it scout -

Council Race:
Continued from page 1

Costa, People’s Advocate Inc.
CEO, wrote the ballot argument in opposition to the
proposition.
Their argument contends
"Bonds are the state’s charge
card, and California families
are obligated to repay the full
amount just as surely as if it
appeared on their personal
credit card statements."
The argument in favor of
Proposition IA is authored by
Daniel Terry, California
Professional
Firefighters
president; Deborah Ortiz,
California state assemblywoman; and Allan Zaremberg,
California
Chamber
of 7
Commerce president.
According to the argument
they prepared for the ballot
measure, Californians will
not be taxed if the bond is
passed, but it doesn’t state
precisely how the bond would
be paid for or exactly how taxpayers can avoid the debt.
However, it does state,
"Nothing in Proposition IA
increases taxes not
for
homeowners, business owners
or any other taxpayer in
California."
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by Jack Ohman
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OF COURSE YOU WANT TO SP/N THE WHEEL!
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Donate Eggs!
If you are 21-28 yrs,
?
healthy, bright &
,
v
responsible.
Call-Stephanie OFFC .
Also special need for 9
?
Ili
Asian Donors
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTNI DALY
VALETPARKERS Valets needed
reams no dabs for predicts er for P/T eves 8, weekends. Fun,
services advisided below nor Is flexible job during school. Park
there any guarentee boded The cars for weddings, parties and
daseiled columns al this Spartan special events in the Los Gatos
Daly consist of paid dwindle( area. Must be outgoing, friendly.
and cillestus as not approved or and neat in appearance. No
megled by the newspaper.
previous evidence nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own tranSP.
EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Call Michael @ Osaka Gab Valet
(1100)1125.3671
RETAIL
.
experienced
TELEMARKETING
be rictus
No Nights/Weekends
Work with the best coffee beans
Ideal for students
F/T or P/T available.
and the best human beans. Our
South Bay stores are currently
Set appointments
interviewing for part-time (21-35
for Consulting Sales.
firs/wit) bariSta positions.
$11-$15/hour r- Benefits.
Ph: 408-2440233 ext. 220
Competitive pay, on/Off site
training, medical, dental,
domestic partner coverage. LAW OFFICE POSTION available.
401(k), paid vacation & sick time, Court runner, company car & gas
advancement opportunities. provided. Need valid drivers
Apply at 2035 Camden Avenue, license. Hours flexible. 244-4200.
1330 El Paseo. or 1140 Lincoln
Avenue, Suite C in San Jose. or TUTOR WANTED for 1D, old Orl.
798+1 Blossom Hill Road in Los Needs extra help in math, some
Gatos. We encourage applica- language arts; my home. M.Th.
tions from people of all ages. 3:30-5:30. Call Paula 926-3944.
races & ethnic backgrounds.
FEET’S
CENTER FOR AUTISM
TEA
COFFEE
Therapist position to work with
www.peets.com
Autistic Children. BA/MA in
Psychology. Child Development.
P/T TEACHER 6+ C.D. UNITS. MFCC, etc. Own transportation.
NAEYC acaed. School age Program Pateme allertoon. Various locations.
in Sunnyvale. Rabb hours 1-6, F/T Phone: 408/280-1112
available in Summer. Great for Fax: 408/280-1113.
student, Sharon 408-738-1385
INSTRUCTORS - PT. Teach FUN
Science Programs in elementary
*WPM/RECIPES. P/T
Position flexibie. F/T Summer.
schools. Need: Car & expenence
with kids. Excellent Pay! Call
Weekends are yours. Near SJSU.
Cal Jennifer 4069930560 ext 105. Mad Science of the South Bay
408-262-5437
EMENDED CM persabel needed
Monday through Friday. Hours
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours
6:30arn 8:00em ad/cr 3:15pn
Great for Students’
6:COpm. Must have 6 BE units and
experience. interested Child Des. Serving Downtown Sanitise
Inner City Express.
nudists pease cords" Mrs. kriddi
Or Mss DuBridge by phone: 408/ 22W Sant John St Sac Jose.
8791000 or try for 408/8791631.
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H S
GREATER omoctruNtriss us subjects Earn 515 S20/hour
Wing for people !obeli IS skits Jack or Joan 0 408 227 6685
and provide support to Was with
dueness. FT. S8/N + mileage &
ATTENTION!! Ready to lose
fve benefits. 408-248-4464x163.
those unwanted pounds?
Get paid to lose weight.
TURN YOUR SELLING SKILLS
Safe. natural. Dr approved
INTO FAST CASHIII
Karon (406) 553-11924
We are looking for 10 people
loosancheslahomaicorn
to spread the word about an
exciting new product that
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
allows multiple computers to
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
connect to the Internet over
one phone line. The product is Renble hrs. 9arn9pm Downtown
ideal for dorms, apartments.
near Weal 4 blocks from SJSU
homes with two computers &
Hourly $S plus bonus Media
remote or satellite classrooms. Promotions 4940200.
You set your own schedule.
We provide training, demo kits PAM INANNIEIM(T INTERNSHIP
and fast cash on every sale.
College Works Painting, a sub
Give us a call to find out
sodiary of National Services Group
is now runng for Spring/Summer
when the next training
1999 Duties include interyiewiog
class will be held
hinng. development of customer
510-249-9500s 238
relations, control of marketing and
TELESALES/GOLF - Sports sales & production management
Call 888/450-9675.
minded. aggressive. Hourly +
yvywr collegewortis.com
bonus menthes. SJSU kxstion.
Contact James 295-4810.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ges 21 32. Heathy.
INTERNSHIP
Responsible. All Nationalities
American Medicine & Lifestyle
Give the Gift of Life!!!
Magazine is offering part-time
internship for Graphic & web $3.300 stipend & expenses OM
We especially need
designers, writers & coodratcrs
Japanese and Chinese Donors
Cal 656969-89513 ask Ice Hence.
PLEASE CALL US AT VAVFC
($00) 3149996
BARRY SWENSON !MILDER
P/T. M-F 12:30-5:30pm. Work in
TEACHER BEINUCTOR
a fast paced, property development office. Run errands, misc.
P/T Dementary Schools
office work. This could lead to a Degree or Oedential NOT Requnned
career for one of the Bay Area’s Opportundybr Teadvg Experience.
Need Car.
Werner development companies.
Please cal Jeen-Pail or Greg for an iaxe MI:1408)207 4170ot 408
EIX/AAE
nten4ew 408287.0246. E0E.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-II school seeks respmerbie
novAduais for aclanded cidcare.
l/T lite afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience Mtn
children preferred. Rene call
2441968 x 16
TIACIIIIM HEMATITES. IV
quality, licensed childcare centers
for 2-12 year olds. Recreation
enrichment con:Woken.
%dbl. PT/FT positions
Deis. Eves, Wealunds
Team Environment
kiln 6 ECE required
Eam Mlle you learn
kr house training
Benefits available
the Bay Area
=th2;11-14j,Iner 260-73%
amoomors MIST/11011161.111U,
needed for smell, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must
be relied’, honest, able to do
physical work. Exp. working
w/dOp preferred, but will train.
Orem apply Ice dog loved $6.50 Iv.
Can FM resume so 406/3770109
or Cal 3714115.
ACEOUNITINk SPARTAN SHOPS
II seeking F/T, A/R Data Entry
Oarli
scorroder ekes & 101ey
by daft Axt. migor pdared Mar
duties Ind: process deposits.
MOO. AA master Ile, generate
staternents & Invoices, posting.
fuln ores srd outdoor/ said
interaction. 14-F, 40 hours/week.
MINI sassy: 1120,800 S2L340.
AM*
Spartan Shop fl
1125 14.71h SL Son boo 011115112
or Personnel Mot Mdg. I/37.
FM: 4011/92441110.

FOOD SOVVICE, ESPRESW BAR,
HOSTING. F/T & P/T positions
available in a busy family style
restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
All shifts avail, flex hrs. 59.00 hr
to start. Please call 733-94413.
ask for Julia or Wendy.
WORK FROM HOME
Memational Business Expanding
$500. $2.500/mo, Spare Time.
$3,000- $6,000 mi.). Full Time.
We will train you.
http://wmv.cash911.com/vsp
or Call: (408)882-5007.
TIMMS INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students
to teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21.
$9.00 to start. Call 363-4182.
RECEPTIONNIT
We are looking for a part time
receptionist, mornings/weekends.
Call 363-4182.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
4th & S.C. Chevron. Mini mart.
flexible hours, several shifts open.
Please apply in person. 147 E.
Santa Clara St. Contact Ofelia
(408)295-3964.
TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for
exciting "hands on’ science
program afterschool.
3 - 8 hours per week.
Espana rix preferred.
To apply x11
1 800-472 4362 ext. 245/247.
ACTS:110AT NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Reschod Teachers and Ades. F/T&
P/T positions available. Substitute
Positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Eimellent oppponunity for Child
Development MatefS Please call
Cathy for an intenew at 2441968
or fax resume to 248-7350
TEICH TAVRIC SCHOOL PART 1XE
heekends & everergs No egerieme
ne-assary Follow our lesson plan.
MO.S1 nem goad ccrrrournaticn ads.
resconsbe & reliable 4C69717557
Deism Trait Sdixil
933W San Cabs St. San lose.

AFTERNOON TEACHER
ORMENNILLS PRESCHOOL
571 N. 3rd St.
Minimun 12 Early Childhood
Ed. units required.
3 5 days /week
Call: 286-1533
Fax: 295-6197
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate ternp/penn
substitute positions as
TEACIERS sr ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408)866-8550

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students.
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits!
Call or apply in person
(408) 286-5880
5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
bantam Sal Cabs & Pairroa,
Meld Be Cad aril Party Store.

USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility. NY stock
exchange telecomminications
company is looking for you.
Earn unlimited residua) income,
International expansion coming
soon. Set your own hours.
CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS. 806371-4366
P/T, perform fun science parties
on weekend days. Great Pay + Tips!
You pick days. We train. Call:
Mad Science at 408262-5437.
EXCITING BUSINESS Opperbaid
proven way to generate income
NEED A /OS, RNAPICIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHP?
check out our webate at
Call now for part time or
memberstripod.com/-azn2000
flex time opportunities.
Kristie: (408) 3601370.
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away
FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value.
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS Call 1-8882460310. give sponsor
Ambitious and energetic people a 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
needed. FT/PT. Earn $8 $15 per http:mrnactel3.com/0098544/
hour (average). Flexible, will work or cal, -rue at 1831-3732010.
around you school schedule.
Looking for cart drivers for weekends only. Lots of fun and
PrinRING
earn good money. Call: 14081
867-7275 Receptionist will TUTORS NEEDED: Elem 8, H.S
connect you to our voicemail. subiects Earn 515-$50/hr & up
Leave name and number where Call after 7prn 408.202-3467.
you cart be contacted.
WUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class Statistics Tng Calculus
$8.52 $11.70/hr. Saratoga School Physics: Mechanics Electric
Distna. Cal 4011/1116744.24.200 SAT GED CBEST ESL TOER.
for application & information
Computer: V-Basic. V-C++
Spanish: All levels
MAKE MONEY NOW
Call Mnchael 408-298-7576
in Telecommunications and
tutor90763@aoicom
Internet. Set your own hours.
ENGUSH EDITING at TUTORING
(40817935151
Expenenced with the needs of
SECURITY
Foreign Students,
Abcom Private Secunty
Credenhaled Teacher & M.A.
We will halo you
Go To: verrnheyEdItor.corn
And/Cr Cal Jessca 408/978.8034
Student Fnendly.
FT. PT. Wkdys & Minds
SJS1.1 Alumni & Member of SOUL:
All shifts Flexible Schedule
Save Our i iiihnrsnly Library.
408247-4827

03MIUMMX

TEACHERS, FT/PT, excelient
salary & benefits, med/dental
vacation/sick pay, prof des S.
ratio 1:9, beautiful parklike
playground, strong team
environment! Min. 12 ECE units.
Enjoy your work with children!
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS Charmer Preschool 378 7805.
School year & summer. Elem. Fax resume to 378 4121
school age rec. program. P/T
SMALL WORID SCHOOUI
from 2-6pm. ALF during the
school year. Some P/T morning us Mnng Teachers. Andes & Subs
for their School Age Child Care
positions available from approx.
Centers in San Jose ECE CD,
F/T during summer day
Psych. Soc Or Rec units req.
camp prog. flint salary. no ECE
We Offer Competitive Pay.
Saratoga
Rec
Gatos
units reo Los
Excellent Training, and a
rinn Call lake! a 354 6700 x223.
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
(408)2839200 ext 21.
JOIN OUR TEAM0
We are remodeling our stores in
IDEAL STUDENT WEEKEND XS
San /rise and Milpitas!
Ana -bang a New ae n tbertax Fri.,. Sat./Sun Men’s clothing
sales. Good pay. Contact Wheel
at 3457 McKee Rd. Sai
at 970-0900 or come in for an
Positions Available:
*Grocery Clerks Produce Clerks interview 2010 Duane Ave Santa
13Mov/Oril Clerks Service0erks Clara.
{1.4 Clerk .5106/Seafood Clerks
Ali positions offer competitive pay UFEGUARD NEEDED mornings
and afternoons. Must be YMCA or
and a full benefrts wage!
Please see store manager for an ARC cettified. For info call Janet
application at te blowing locations 408.2269622 x22. South Valley
Family YMCA
3251 So. Vrade R1 San kw
3475 Wise Fla San Jose
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
1070 Story Rd. San lose
up to $600/monthi
1641 N. Capitol Ave San loss
Become a Sperm Donor
215W Calaveras B. Wiles
Healthy
males. 19-40 years old
promote
a
drug-free
work
To
environment we do preemployment Univ. Student s/Grad s/Faciity
aug testing Sarah’s/ Suppressive Cornett California Cryobank
650-324-1900. M -F 8 4.30
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
MANNER TRAIIIE-TelsairketIng
firm needs energetic person to
train and motivate sales reps.
20 36 firs wk Salary bonus.
Downtown San Jose 408/49402C0.

INIMIL421124

-SPIRITUAL SEALING
IN A SCIENTIFIC AGE’
Medically documented
spintuai healings.
Book evadable at any
Chnstian Science Reading Room
For locations call 408/8678255

COMPUTERS ETC.

chArlingiSUM

ALEIMME5Alig

HEAL1H & BEAUTY

TAUPE 93 LEGEND. LS, at, a/c.
full options, nms new, 2dr. $18000.
Red 90 Accord, stick, w/tail,
condition, $5000. Tony
:Ur.
2887, 408.5474626.

CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
Hand numbness. Tingling
sensation. Loss of fine touch.
Accidentally dropping things?
It -nay oe less senous
It is not ae..essatily CTS
Call for free consultation.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
408-247 2222

ERITAILIERISEG

SEM=

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year
Save 3C6t 60%
on your dental needs.
For info ran 1800 6553226

BRIM
UNOY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES
some Fridays. at Erst Chnstian
80S. Flits St. Call 408.3561375.

NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS
$60,:mo for 12 monthsSlbuyout
No credit checks/no lease
www earthcornp1 tan/LH103.11m1

INMANM

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Same
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Special Student Programs
Sarong SISU for 20 years
We buy. sell & trade computers.
486, Pentium. Mac. &
’Great Rates for Goal Drivers’
Notebooks. Refurtad equipment ’Good Rates for NonGoccl Conyers’
us warranted
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Prompt Repair & Upgrades
’Good Students’ Educators’
’Ergneets’ ’Scientists"
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID
CALL TODAY 296-5270
5263 Prospect Rd Si. between
FREE QUOTE
Hwy 85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy
NO HASs1F
40111-873-111070
NO 0131JGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
11.*.
Two
One
Days
Days
Day
$7
W
SIT
3 Inn
1110
U
411e5
N
$11
$7
*
5 Ines
$12
$10
N
6 Ines
$1 for each addlloriel ins.

Parr
Four
Dan
$I I
$12

S13
814

Ntst Ti. RN) day, rale increans by St per day.
on 25 spoon) eel In bold for no otra dings.
FI:islsIllne
A
word, lImilebis In bold br $1 eadv.
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 Ines: SOO
3-9 Inn: 570
15-19 Inn: $110

Rye ildrhess
Dap
$TS rkr
$14
rho*
$14

Pisass check
one classification:
Iv code

Send Mick or money order Si
Spartan DWIly ossed.
sm
San bee SOM.
J
CA 9512
Sanoe"9
ClaseMed desk Is located in Night Sweet Hsi, Room 20e.
Deadline: 10:00 &T. MO weekdays before pub.:non.
X Al ads are prepaid. E No refulds on cancelled ads.
II Raise Si conescuire publications doles only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (401)9244277

_Corpus Clubs* _Rene. Housing
wad Hawing’
Omsk ktissegsF
Red Eno
SsiVices*
nnoirommenig
A_HselrillesAy
Losl srid Ford
_SportsiThres’
_Volirilsers*
__For SaW
_Ennnmert
- uks For SOF
Tirol
_Compilers Et*
_Tutoring’
__Vilsrestr
_Word Ptomain
__Srolsoninl
_ OppoOrdlas

in person
Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for .3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
Ii 0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

Last I

Found ads are offered free, 3 lines

HOUSING WANTED

SPORE IlAME SEEKS LONO-TERM
WORD PROCESSING HOUSING. Need raceme mom or
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
studio/basement apartment. Would Unwanted had
rwever.
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED* consider helping the elderly at their
Specialist.
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term home in exchange for, or in partial UYour own probe or disposable
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects, payment of. rent. Have references. 335 S Baywood Ave Sar. lose
%curies. Al Formats. Specializing Contact Robert Stevenson. 8923
247-7464
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
SE Yamhil Are. Poniard, OR 97216.
Punctuation/ Editing. 27+ as Ern Phone (503) 256-3426. E-mail:
MEN & WOMEN
PAM’S
cybeemereaol.com or FAX to
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
FRORESSENAL V1ORD FRXESSSIG. (Still
Cascade Cave, c/a Stop shaving, waxing tweezing
247-2681. 8am-8pm.
Pres. Office re. Robert Stevenson.
Of using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
- Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
group projectsatc. Typewriter
Students & faculty receive 15%
for your applications for med/law SPACIOUS 152 BORN APTS. discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
school. etc. Tape transcription. Live in luxury and walk to school!
niale before 1231.’98.
Fax Machine. Notary Public. We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full
Hair Tooay Gone Tomorrow,
Call Anna at 972-4992.
gym. on-si.e management, all 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. Cmbl.
appliances induded. central A/C.
(405) 379-3500.
PROFESSIONAL Word Piecessig
Stop by today for a tour.
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes. Open Monday thru Saturday
Grop Projects. etc. AP formats,
THE COLONNADE
specializing in APA. Tape
201 So. 4th St. 14081279-3639
transcription. Fax machine.
Experienced, dependable, quick 2 SORIA PPARIMENT $975/140.
Certain advertisements in
return. Almaden/Branham area.
Security type bunkfing
It... cabinets may rider Is
Call Linda (4081264-4504.
Secure Parking
reader to spicak telephone
Close To Campus
numbers or addr
for
Modem Building
additional information
Laundry Room
Classified readers Mould be
Village Apartments
reminded Met, Mon making
POST YOUR RESUME on the WEB 576 South Fifth Street
thou further contacts, they
For $35 oost on 15 Web sates. (408) 295-6893.
should require complete
Send resume payment to:
Information before sanding
POW Graphics. 225 Corning Ave.
money for goods or services
Milpitas, CA 95035.
SHAREDIMING
In addition, readers shard
Send salary req. F/T or P/T.
carefully Investigate MI flans
Save money and time!
5000+ SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
cawing employ/nen, listings
Recruiters call you directly!
to share in Si, located on a
orcoupons for discount
We auxot credit cards.
2 1/2 acre lot with panoramic
vacations or madmen I ane
view, 10 miles from campus
PROOFREADING
$600/mo util 406-296-800)x 1.1
Have you, papers inspected for for more information.
organizakonai and grammatical
errors. Prices vary according
to length of paper
Call for a price quote today,
Call ALICIA at 408-229 9305.
CALL NOW!!’

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATioNAL/AdErsicY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Print your ad here.

FAX: 408-924-3282

STEAMBOAT Colorado Jen 104$
$549. with the SJSU Ski 8,
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of Si, full condos 5
night stay. 4 of 5 day lift
pass. 2 hot tubs, parties & great
snow. Students & non-students.
Call Mark at 408-292-0955.

WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Highest quality writing. editing.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to ghostwriting Essays. application
statements, reports. etc.
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A at
(510)601-9554 Or
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
email beikkillibest. corn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk.
VISA/MasterCard accepted
FREE writing tips now available at
Call Bill at 408-298 6124.
wwww.adariemaddlig.imin
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1-800-939-6886
?
GENEROUS COMPENSATION V
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for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily
ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1
5 Linen-closet
item
10 Lhasa tit Neutral color
15 Oka a neglected
garden
16 California wine
valley
17 Radiate
18 Sea duck
19 Musical symbol
20 Modernize
22 Siblings’ kin
24 Food fish
25 - Paulo. Brazil
26 Like Mensa
members
29 Record speed
abbr
32 Shnmp
36 A Chaplin
37 - May /Mott
39 Ghost s ’hello’
40 Hardware -store
customers
43 Pretense
44 Eat
45 Facility
46 Window cover
48 Attention -getting
shout
49 Like soldiers
50 Ancient
52 Ewe’s mane
53 Party
57 Warms over
81 Lady web is
theme
62 Not clearly
defined
64 Bismarck’s St
85 Russia’s Mountains
86 Veldt grazer
67 Linoleum square
66 Split
69 Fads
70 Worry

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
MOIOMO OMB MOM
MOM 0000 NM!
IMMO OUUMMIDUMM
00000P300
MUM
OVIUM
OUIDOMO MOMWOMNO
IMMO GIMMMM MMIXIM
OM
DOM
MUM
MINIM MOO
MUWAMEIRM 0111MO4O
OCIMM OBIMM
NOIONIM
OMMUMWIAU
MMWOMOMOM MMOMU
MOM HOOM MMUMM
UMMA IMMO DOOM]
0 4rr
Fmlum SynduNe
DOWN
1 Matt beverage
2 Peak
3 Pan of a hat
4 Despot
5 Wool fabric
6 - de boeul
window
7 Get hitched
8 Paradise
9 Stringed
instruments
10 Moor
11 Colorless
12 Gush
13 Lummoxes
21 Speck
23 01 the Vatican
26 Soft drinks
27 Cadge
28 Singer Bryant
29 Coarse
30 Fnirt pulp
31 Nickname for
Melissa
33 Crosswise
in a ship

34 in poor.,
health
35 - around
snooped
37 Actor Chaney
38 Go down
41 Highway sign
42 Is in an
agitated state
47 Tycoon Trump
49 Sigh of
satisfachor.
Si Coral -reef
explorer
52 Tall grasses
53 Disparaging
remark
54 Fabled race
participant
55 OPEC member
56 Festive
57 Ofd Norse
insc notion
58 Male entrance
59 Legend
60 Onslort
63 Joke
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Caret gets above-average pay raise
Extra $20,000 -plus a year angers faculty in fight for 6 percent pay hike needed to ease current salary gap
professor indicates the increasing distance between faculty and the CSU
administration," Kurzweil said. "It
The California Faculty Association is places them further away from the facupset about a recent California Board of ulty"
An assistant professor, according to
Trustees decision to give campus presiKurzweil, starts with an annual salary
dents a pay raise.
This year’s presidential salary of $40,000, while a full professor earns
increase is the second of three pay rais- $70,000 annually.
Kurzweil said most lac- VI
es approved last year to address the
salary gap reported by a study conduct- ulty members like the idea
ed by the California Postsecondary of the president staying
Education Commission, an independent close and being "one of the
group that provides financial informa- faculty."
"That separation in pay
tion on higher education to the governor
means that the president is
and legislature of California.
The study fix:used on the salaries of no longer one of the faculty
never
will
be,"
CSU presidents and reported they are and
paid 30 percent less than the national Kurzweil said.
Swisher, however, disit, el age.
The 20 institutions in the study agrees. He said the presiState dent is not a member of the
Carolina
included
North
University, University of Connecticut, faculty.
"I don’t see where he is getting that
Santa Clara University, the State
University of New Jersey, University of idea,- Swisher said.
Kurzweil added that the presidential
Southern California and Arizona State
increase takes away from the money
University.
According to Ken Swisher of the available to the faculty.
The California Faculty Association is
chancellor’s office, last year’s presidential salary increase trimmed the gap currently asking for a 6 percent pay
raise to compensate for the 11.2 percent
from 30 to 23 percent.
salary gap reported in a study also done
However, not everyone is pleased.
Jack Kurzweil of the faculty associa- by the California Postsecondary
tion said the presidential pay raise has Education Commission.
Salaries for campus presidents and
"definite consequences" for the university in the relationship between faculty faculty come out of a $2.4 billion general fund, according to Swisher, who
and the administration.
"TThe titct that the campus presidents rejected Kurzweil’s argument.
The entire increase, according to
make twice as much money as a full
By Lisa Marie F. AreIbuto
Staff Writer

because they just don’t want to accept
what we’re offering and what the legislature has appropriated. We’re limited
to that."
Each year’s presidential salary
increase averaged 10 percent but varied
based on merit, Swisher said.
Their increases were determined
based on individual performance, recent evaluations,
size and complexity of the
campus, fund
raising,
length of service and overall administrative effectiveness.
Another pay raise is
under way for presidents,
according to Reed.
"It’s a step-by-step plan,"
Jacqulyne Jauch
SJSU cultural anthropology major Reed said. "It’s 10 percent
this year, then another 10
next year until the gap is
closed."
San Jose State University President
dred seventy-seven thousand dollars is
Robert Caret’s pay raise was more than
so little compared to $65 million."
The last time the faculty association average. Caret’s annual paycheck
and CSU met at the bargaining table increased from $157,284 to $177,732, a
was Oct. 19, according to Swisher. The 13 percent increase.
Reed said Caret got an above-avernegotiation is currently at an impasse
as CSU refuses to give the faculty asso- age increase because he "has done outciation the 6 percent raise it had been standing leadership for the San Jose
asking for.
State campus and the community"
Caret’s most recent performance
"I would very much like to get an
agreement with the faculty," CSU evaluation, conducted in 1997, was also
a major factor in determining his salary
Chancellor Charles Reed said.
"What we’re recommending will close increase. CSU presidents are reviewed
the salary gap for the faculty: 5 percent every three years.
During the evaluation process, writthis year and another 6 percent next
year. Negotiations are not going well ten comments from faculty, students
Swisher, sums up to $377,000 in combined raises for all presidents. On the
other hand, the faculty association is
asking for a raise that will cost about
$65 million, Swisher said.
"The presidential pay raise has very
little effect on the money available to
the faculty," Swisher said. "Three hun-

Aesthetics are important, and I’m proud
that the campus is looking a lot cleaner
and nicer, but he (Caret) needs to focus
more on why he’s really here.

MIXED MEDIA

and members of the community are
solicited by the Board of Trustees.
Former Chancellor Barry Munitz
gave Caret a really good recommendation, according to Swisher.
In his open letter to SJSU about
Caret’s evaluation last year, Munitz
commended Caret for stabilizing and
increasing enrollment, for reorganizing
student services and for beautifying the
campus.
"Windows were washed, facilities
were painted, grounds were made clean
which contributed to a general lift in
morale around campus," Munitz stated
in the letter.
anthropology
major
Cultural
Jacqulyne Jauch agreed Caret has
improved campus image, but disagreed
the aesthetic improvements around
campus lifted the general morale.
"Aesthetics are important and I’m
proud that the campus is looking a lot
cleaner and nicer, but he (Caret) needs
to foals more on why he’s really here.
He needs to make sure that students
are getting the quality education
they’re paying for," Jauch said.
"Students are not here to look at the
nice buildings. They’re here to get a
good education, which we’re not getting."
Jauch cited the lack of updated
research materials in the library 1113 one
of the problems Caret needs to address.
"Our morale will be much better if we
get the quality education we deserve,"
Jauch said.

by Jack Ohman
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Visitors to the Tech Museum of Innovation play with the remotely -operated vehicles (ROVs) that make
up the Underwater Pilot component of the Exploration: New Frontiers exhibit Sunday afternoon With a
camera attaL.hed to the submersible, visitors can see what underwater explorers would see while searching for underwater items

Tech: Variety of activities
Continued from page 1
Aside from the exhibits inside
the museum , there wen. various
activities and exhibits across the
street at Cesar Chavez Park
Several bands and musical
groups performed throughout
the weekend including the
Pen insu hi Banjo Band, Opera
San Jose, the San Jose
Children’s Musical Theater and
the Vietnamese Goodwill Group
Dancers.
A number of science and technology organizations also had
informational booths and handsiii demonstrations fin- visitors.
The Mathematics. Engineering
al id SCIVIICe MIR.% OHM it group
provided information on their
organization and the upcoming
Silicon
Valley
Science
Championship. The program is
an academic enrichment program which serves educationally-disadvantaged students.
"We have been affiliated with
the Tech for more than 10 years
now," said Murlin Marks, the

director of the program. "This electronic experimental vehicles
event is great on encouraging as alternative transportation,"
science and technology to stu- Solberg said lie and Forest, who
dents. It’s like a big science fair." both work with electric vehicles,
Several non -science and tech- came up with the Electronic
nology exhibits were also avail- Recliner
Couch
and
the
able in the tent run by the Electronic Wheelbarrow. The
Children’s Discovery Museum. Electronic Wheelbarrow is just
Visitors could participate in arts that, a green, remote-controlled
and crafts such as corn husk wheelbarrow with cushions
doll -making and special effects inside and additional wheels
makeup demonstrations
that tooled around the park with
Tired visitors or those just visitors, mostly small children
curious were also able to "take a who could fit inside.
load off" on inventors Greg
"It was so cool to ride on the
Solberg and Kenny Forest’s couch," said Mary Pagan, who
"Electronic Recliner Couch," a brought her 10-year-old son
blue couch on wheels that is con- Adrian to the Tech opening. "We
trolled by remote control.
saw it and just had to ride on it."
Forest provided rides around
The Tech will continue to
Cesar Chavez Park after para- have several more opening
medics took their turn to deter- events, including the "Rock-It"
mine the "vehicle" was safe.
wall, a rock-climbing interactive
Paramedics checked if small exhibit on Nov. 7, 8, 14 and 15,
children would fall off. The and a Tibetan Cultural Music
couch, which can go up to 17 and Dancing presentation by
miles per hour, was deemed safe ChakSam-Pa, a Vietnamese
for small children.
music and dance organization in
"We were experimenting with San Jose, on Nov. 14 and 15.
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Graduation
Accelerati n
Savvy SJSU students
have learned that

Winter
Session
units help them

graduate up to
Iwo years earlier.
Earn up to 4 units in 3

weeks.

Classes Start
Monday, January 4, 1999
Free Schedules Available Now
Administration Building 103 lobby
II Spartan Bookstore
Business Student Advising Center
Student Resource Center
Student Union Information Center
Clark Library lobby
%%Moues! North lobby
Parking garage stairwells
Robert’s Bookstore

Coll 408-924-2630 or
Email infoaconforl.qiu.odu or
hap://info.sjsu.aclu/

\

SanJoae State
UNIVERSITY
SAN

JOSF.
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